The Most Intelligent Java IDE
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Here are just some of the details that make
IntelliJ IDEA the most productive and intelligent Java IDE
Intelligent Completion

Code Analysis and Quick-Fixes

IntelliJ IDEA offers instant type-aware and context-sensitive
completion for all supported languages and frameworks, that
works instantly as you type.

With powerful tools for static code analysis, you can find
probable bugs, locate dead code, detect performance issues
on-the-fly and apply quick-fixes immediately.

With data-flow analysis and chain completion you can type
faster than you think.

It’s not just guessing, it is understanding your code, maybe
better than you do.

Developer Tools

Frameworks Support

In addition to code assistance IntelliJ IDEA brings amazing
tools integrated into the IDE. These include UML Designer,
Database Tools, Unit Tests Coverage, Bug Tracking
Integration, advanced support for Maven, Git, SVN, enterprise
application servers, Google App Engine, and many more.

One of the things that make IntelliJ IDEA so effective and useful
is out-of-the-box support for Spring, Java EE, Hibernate,
Android, Play and other frameworks for web, enterprise and
mobile development.

Learn more and download free 30-day trial: jetbrains.com/idea

Polyglot Development

Advanced Refactorings

IntelliJ IDEA not only knows many languages, it even
recognizes one language inside another and provides
advanced code assistance, including smart completion,
navigation, code analysis, etc.

IntelliJ IDEA was the first Java IDE to extensively implement
safe refactorings and it still remains the leader not only for
Java but for all supported languages and frameworks.

With support for multiple SQL dialects, JSF, JPA, Spring
expressions and many other languages.

The refactorings work in any direction. You can run a rename
from XML or from Java code. Just try it whenever you think you
need to change something, and IntelliJ IDEA will take care of
applying complicated changes to the code safely.

Keyboard-Centric Approach

Customer Support That Works

From the very beginning IntelliJ IDEA promotes using
keyboard over mouse. Every common action can be executed
from the keyboard without wasting time with the mouse.

We have a dedicated professional support team and passionate
developers. Ask your questions on the forum, submit your
reports to our issue tracker, and you’ll get a clear response and
a prompt update.

Stop using mouse from the first day! Learn a single
hotkey: Ctrl+Shift+A. It is called Find Action and lets you
run any command.

What other developers say:

IntelliJ IDEA Ultimate Licensing
Commercial License

Personal License

Academic License

Classroom License

Open Source Project License

For companies and
organizations

For individual
developers

For students and
teachers

For educational
institutions and trainers

For open source projects

IntelliJ IDEA Community Edition is a free and open source
version of IntelliJ IDEA, a premier IDE for Java, Groovy,
Scala and Android applications development.

Other IDEs for Web and Mobile Development

Lightning smart JavaScript IDE to code in HTML,
CSS and JavaScript.

PHP IDE that brings web development
to a new level of productivity.

The cutting-edge IDE for Ruby on Rails with support
for the latest frameworks.

Python IDE for web development with support
for Django framework and Google App Engine.

Objective-C IDE for developers building apps
for Apple devices such as Macs, iPhones & iPads.

Meta-programming system and IDE for development custom
DSL languages.

Teamware Tools and Services

TeamCity is a continuous integration and build
management solution which, takes team productivity
to a whole new level.
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